
Call today to discuss transforming your workspace!
Agile Quiet Booths - Acoustic Solutions - Custom Joinery - Education Furniture - Interior Fitouts  - Plant Walls 

Pod Seating - Quiet Pods - Storage - Task & Soft Seating - Teachers Wall - Work Stations 



What makes for an
AGILE Workspace?

What do we do
@ AGILE-Xtra?

ways students learn.  By creating freedom 

and flexibility with-in the workspace 

encourages, productivity, creativity

and space-efficiency!

flexibility.... Agile design allows for the different 

the primary goal of an agile learning environment is

As opposed to the traditional classroom layout,

We work with your existing environment or new

space to create an Agile working space, that

enhances the way your organisation works,

the way your staff performs, the way your

students learn.

System Walls
- Freestanding & Fixed

Acoustics & Aesthetics
- Wall & Ceiling Treatments

Seating Pods & Quiet Booths

Full Classroom Fitouts
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The environment of a classroom has a 
significant impact on the academic
achievement of each student.

Mark Osborne has been a leading global educator for over 20 years,
working with schools to maximise the potential of their learning space,

“my mission is to help schools become awesomeness 
incubators. I help them build great places to learn and 
the capacity to use those spaces well.” 
Armed with the knowledge gained along the way, 
Osborne has identified some key principles for the design of learning
environments, which are:
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Example of Breakout Area

Example of Open Plan

Example of Quiet Zones

Example of Touchdown Area

Example of Resources Area

Agile Learning in a Classroom
Environment!

*  A variety of learning zones (such as direct instruction,
   collaboration, individual study and investigation)
*  Appropriate accessible storage that maximises that 
   amount of learning space
*  Breakout spaces connected to classrooms
*  Connection, transparency and openness throughout 
    the learning spaces
*  Comfortable furniture to support concentration
    and reflection
*  Furniture that supports cooperative and collaborative
    learning
*  Furniture that promotes movement and physical activity

*  Optimal heat, light, acoustics and ventilation
*  Strong connection to the outdoors
*  Three acoustic zones; quiet study, normal conversation
    classroom level and group brainstorm activity zone.

*  Large accessible displays for information and 
   celebration of student learning

*  Uncluttered spacious use of furniture



Custom Storage
Walls

Task Seating
&

Soft Seating

Acoustics
& Aesthetics

- Wall & Ceiling
Treatments

Seating Pods
&

Quiet Booths

Interiors Fitouts

Open Plan
Learning Space

What                       has to offer you
toward your complete Agile Workspace!
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transforming your
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